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Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.5 

You are free:

l to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work 

Under the following conditions:

l For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of 
this work. 

l Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright 
holder. 

Your fair use and other rights are in no way affected by the above.

This is a human-readable summary of the Legal Code (the full license). 

Disclaimer 

 

Attribution. You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the 
author or licensor.

Noncommercial. You may not use this work for commercial purposes.

No Derivative Works. You may not alter, transform, or build upon this 
work.
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Creative Commons

Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.5

CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL 
SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS LICENSE DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT 
RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. 
CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, 
AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ITS USE. 

License 

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE 
COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT 
AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED 
UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED. 

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE 
BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS 
CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS. 

1. Definitions 

a. "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or 
encyclopedia, in which the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a 
number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent works in 
themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a 
Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the 
purposes of this License. 

b. "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and 
other pre-existing works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, 
dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art 
reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may 
be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that constitutes a 
Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this 
License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or 
sound recording, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving 
image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this 
License. 

c. "Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of 
this License. 

d. "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work. 

e. "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of 
this License. 

f. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has 
not previously violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who 
has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this 
License despite a previous violation. 

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights 
arising from fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner 
under copyright law or other applicable laws. 

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants 
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You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable 
copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below: 

a. to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, 
and to reproduce the Work as incorporated in the Collective Works; 

b. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and 
perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission the Work including as 
incorporated in Collective Works; 

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter 
devised. The above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically 
necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats, but otherwise you have no rights to 
make Derivative Works. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved, 
including but not limited to the rights set forth in Sections 4(d) and 4(e).

4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited 
by the following restrictions: 

a. You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform 
the Work only under the terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or 
the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every copy or phonorecord of 
the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally 
perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict 
the terms of this License or the recipients' exercise of the rights granted 
hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that 
refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, 
publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any 
technological measures that control access or use of the Work in a manner 
inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the 
Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective 
Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of this License. If 
You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the 
extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by 
clause 4(c), as requested. 

b. You may not exercise any of the rights granted to You in Section 3 above in any 
manner that is primarily intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or 
private monetary compensation. The exchange of the Work for other copyrighted 
works by means of digital file-sharing or otherwise shall not be considered to be 
intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or private monetary 
compensation, provided there is no payment of any monetary compensation in 
connection with the exchange of copyrighted works. 

c. If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the 
Work, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, 
reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original 
Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii) if the Original Author 
and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute, 
publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of 
service or by other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; the title 
of the Work if supplied; and to the extent reasonably practicable, the Uniform 
Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, 
unless such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for 
the Work. Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, 
however, that in the case of a Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will 
appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at 
least as prominent as such other comparable authorship credit. 

d. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition:

i. Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor 
reserves the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a 
performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for 
the public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) 
of the Work if that performance is primarily intended for or directed 
toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation. 

ii. Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor reserves 
the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a music 
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the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a music 
rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties 
for any phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and 
distribute, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC 
Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other 
jurisdictions), if Your distribution of such cover version is primarily 
intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or private 
monetary compensation.

e. Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, 
where the Work is a sound recording, Licensor reserves the exclusive right to 
collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g. 
SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the 
Work, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US 
Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions), if Your public digital 
performance is primarily intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or 
private monetary compensation. 

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS THE 
WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND CONCERNING 
THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT 
LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, 
OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME 
JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH 
EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO 
EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS 
LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE 
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 

7. Termination 

a. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon 
any breach by You of the terms of this License. Individuals or entities who have 
received Collective Works from You under this License, however, will not have 
their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full 
compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any 
termination of this License. 

b. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual 
(for the duration of the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the 
above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different license 
terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any 
such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has 
been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this 
License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above. 

8. Miscellaneous 

a. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective 
Work, the Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Work on the same terms 
and conditions as the license granted to You under this License. 

b. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it 
shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this 
License, and without further action by the parties to this agreement, such 
provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such 
provision valid and enforceable. 

c. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach 
consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by the 
party to be charged with such waiver or consent. 

d. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to 
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the Work licensed here. There are no understandings, agreements or 
representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be 
bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from 
You. This License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of 
the Licensor and You. 

Creative Commons is not a party to this License, and makes no warranty whatsoever in 
connection with the Work. Creative Commons will not be liable to You or any party on any 
legal theory for any damages whatsoever, including without limitation any general, special, 
incidental or consequential damages arising in connection to this license. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing two (2) sentences, if Creative Commons has expressly identified itself as the 
Licensor hereunder, it shall have all rights and obligations of Licensor.  

Except for the limited purpose of indicating to the public that the Work is licensed under the 
CCPL, neither party will use the trademark "Creative Commons" or any related trademark or 
logo of Creative Commons without the prior written consent of Creative Commons. Any 
permitted use will be in compliance with Creative Commons' then-current trademark usage 
guidelines, as may be published on its website or otherwise made available upon request from 
time to time. 

Creative Commons may be contacted at http://creativecommons.org/

Back to Commons Deed
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Preface to the second edition

The Interscriptor described in the first edition of the
book has a drawback. Since my emphasis was on a Scale-
independent notation, I overlooked the immediate gain from
the instrument – direct transposition. This can be achieved
simply by adding a graded line segment to the Transparent
member and mark the gradations C, C-sharp, D, D-sharp, E,
F, F-sharp, G, G-sharp, A, A-sharp, B and C, cyclically. By
properly sliding the Sliding member with respect to the
transparent member, according to the method described
below, one would be able to obtain a quick transposition.

Hope you all will enjoy using the Musical
Interscriptor.

Rajib Kumar Bandopadhyay            27th November, 2003
Durgapur-713216

Preface to the third edition

I have rewritten the book to make it logically continuous, and
provided an introduction to staff notation and ABC notation.
I have also given the staff notation and ABC notation for the
popular nursery rhyme, “Twinkle, twinkle little star” for
beginners to better understand music theory.

I have provided references at appropriate places to facilitate
quenching of learners’ thirst for more knowledge. I have also
provided URLs to important web sites and executable files
with an intention to augment research in music theory in
particular and music in general.
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A suggestion would be appropriate here. If you fail to find
anything that is mentioned here, on the web, search the
keyword in a search engine like “google” or “yahoo”. Also, if
some links provided here go dead, then be patient and
intuitively search for the pages in yahoo or google. I am sure
you would find the pages.

Hope you all will enjoy using the Musical Interscriptor for
learning music theory and composing. We all need to
appreciate good music in order to make the world a better
place to live in and die.

Rajib Kumar Bandopadhyay                     1st January, 2006
Barrackpore-700122
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Some concepts in music- a recapitulation:

If sound is produced like that in a tuning fork it will have
only one frequency. If different frequencies are blend
together to make a pleasing sound, we say the sound has
musical properties. All musical instruments produce musical
sounds due to proper combinations of frequencies. Most of
you must have noticed that every musical instrument has a
central frequency, which can in fact be matched with a
Tuning fork. When the frequency of the vibrating tuning fork
and a particular note of the musical instrument matches, they
produce what we call beats and result in a more pleasing
combination than when either of the two is played separately.
Musicians all over the world tune their instruments in this
manner.

There are different ways music can be enriched. One way this
enrichment is achieved is by playing two or more different
notes simultaneously, in a particular manner as described
below, from one or more instruments. This gives rise to what
is called ‘Chords’.

There is also another way of enriching music – by playing
many instruments together to get an enhanced level of
musical property. This method is known as ‘Harmony’, and
such playing is called ‘harmonious playing’ of music.

It is worthwhile to mention that an Indian physicist,
C.V.Raman, who went on to win a Nobel prize, worked on
the mathematical formulation of some of the most simple
ways by which musical instruments produce musical notes.
He used simplified mathematical models of pipes, strings and
membranes, and arrived at mathematical relationship between
a combination of great many single frequencies and the
displacement in the vibrating entity imparted by the player.
The model has been experimentally verified using tapping the
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sound of the instrument electrically and displaying it in an
oscilloscope.

When music synthesisers were first built scientists applied this
mathematical model to generate sound. Later, with the advent
of first valves, then transistors and finally microprocessors
the simple mathematical model has given way to much more
complex way of mimicking sounds of musical instruments.
With increasing sophistication the boundary between sounds
produced by actual instruments and that by digital
reproduction is getting blurred. We now have what we call a
music synthesiser as a cheap replacement of the expensive
grand piano that only few could afford.

A synthesiser is an electronic musical instrument designed to
produce electronically generated sound, using techniques
such as additive, subtractive, FM, physical modelling
synthesis, or phase distortion.

Synthesisers create sounds through direct manipulation of
electrical voltages, as in analog synthesisers, or mathematical
manipulation of discrete values using computers, as in
software synthesisers, or by a combination of both methods.
In the final stage of the synthesiser, electrical voltages
generated by the synthesiser cause vibrations in the
diaphragms of loudspeakers, headphones, and we hear the
sound. This synthesised sound is contrasted with recording of
natural sound, where the mechanical energy of a sound wave
is transformed into a signal, which will then be converted
back to mechanical energy on playback (though sampling
significantly blurs this distinction).

Synthesisers traditionally have a keyboard, which provides the
human interface to the instrument, and are often thought of
as keyboard instruments.
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As earlier said, when natural tonal instruments' sounds are
analysed in the frequency domain using an oscilloscope or
any other instruments for visualisation, the spectra of tonal
instruments exhibit amplitude peaks at the harmonics. These
harmonics' frequencies are primarily located close to the
integer multiples of the tone's fundamental frequency.

For a detailed study on the history of synthesiser, the readers
may visit the Wikipedia free Encyclopedia at
http://en.wikipedia.org and search for character-strings like
“synthesiser” and “history of synthesiser” (the page contains
a brief history of music synthesis) and the related links. The
link is a virtual treasure trove for learners. The word “Free” is
often taken to mean a compromise of quality, and this is not
true. An article published in the science journal Nature®
states the authenticity of Wikipedia vis-à-vis Encyclopedia
Britannica. Nature has a formidable reputation of publishing
authentic articles and research papers in the field of science,
and prints and publishes many dedicated journals to address
the needs of each super-specialised field of study. A link to
the article is
http://www.nature.com/news/2005/051212/full/438900a.html. This
link was brought to my notice by a good friend of mine.

The basis of Music:

It has been found that most pleasing combination of two
frequencies is when the two are in the ratio of 1:2, e.g., when
one is 256Hz and the other is 512Hz a harmonious sound is
produced. The next most pleasing combination is the ratio of
2:3, say 256Hz and 384Hz. This method of producing
pleasing sounds is the principle behind chords and scales. A
three-note chord may have ratios of 4:5:6, i.e., 256Hz, 320Hz
and 384Hz. Also, it may have ratios of 10:12:15, i.e., 426Hz,
512Hz and 640Hz. In this way, by trial and error we can build
up an octave of 8 notes, where the last note would have a
frequency twice as high as that of the first note. The
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intermediate notes would be according to the table below.
The method is crude, but illustrative. By the same, but
elaborate process, musicians have created a simplified musical
scale, called even-tempered scale. In this scale there are 13
notes in an octave and 12 intervals. An interval is the ratio or
difference in vibration rates between two successive notes of
an octave. This system of eight-note octave, with a slight
variation and addition of five new notes (i.e., depicting the
black keys in a piano), is practised in modern day music. In a
piano, there are 8 white keys and 5 black keys. The standard
pitch of vibrations is taken to be 440Hz, which is A note.

All other musical instruments follow the standard notations
of piano with minor variations. Further, there are several
scales in practice. One of them is a Major scale. Nearly all
pieces of music written before the early 20th century do not
use all the black and white pieces but only a selection of
them. When these notes are arranged in ascending or
descending order of their pitches they form a scale. The most
common scale of all can be found by playing just the white
notes on the keyboard from any C to the next C above or
below. Hence, we have: C, D, E, F, G, A, B and C. This
series is called a C-Major scale.

If we normalise the difference in frequencies between two
consecutive keynotes (i.e.,=(N1 – N2)/N1) we find that the
normalised value for two particular consecutive keys, the
interval is just the half of that for other two consecutive keys.
Also, we find that the normalised difference can have only
two values. The smaller intervals are called Semi-tones (S) and
the larger intervals, Tones (T). A particular scale where the
intervals occur according to the series- T T S T T T S is called
a Major scale. Likewise, a scale where the intervals occur
according to the series- T S T T S T T is called a Minor
scale. An example of a minor scale is A-minor scale, where
the keys would be: A, B, C, D, E, F, G and A.
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So, we see that the notes: C, C-sharp, D, D-sharp, E, F, F-
sharp, G, G-sharp, A, A-sharp, B and C come one after
another, cyclically. Hence, the need for an equal interval in
both the “sliding member” and “transparent member” (which
would form a window of the “complete body member” after
it is glued to the “body member”) our Musical Interscriptor.

Readers interested to know about the history and evolution
of music, not only western, but also Asian, African, tribal and
folk music, may like to visit the Wikipedia website and search
for strings like “harmony”, “melody”, “chord”, “scale”,
“history of music” and other intuitive keywords. In particular,
a link to the melody page is being provided here as a link:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melody

A word of caution, though. It is easy to lose your way in the
jungle of knowledge. So I would suggest that you take things
easy, because the Wikipedia is free, and is there to stay. You
better start using my interscriptor (and this is not a
propaganda or self-glorification), get to have a feel of music,
and then submerge yourself into the finer aspects. By then
your base will have become solid.
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An octave: concept-building (approximate calculations)

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

1 1+ 1/8 1+ 2/8 1+ 3/8 1+ 4/8 1+ 5/8 1+ 7/8 2

256 288 320 341 384 426 480 512

An octave in actual Piano

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th

261.63 277.18 293.66 311.17 329.62 349.22 369.99 391.99 415.30 440 466.17 493.87 523.25

White Black White Black White White Black White Black White Black White White

C C-
sharp

D D-
sharp

E F F-
sharp

G G-
sharp

A A-
sharp

B C
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Title and Field of Invention: The Musical Interscriptor, is
to be used in the field of music. The invention is regarding
converting a song by an Interscriptor written in standard
Stave-Notation form in a particular scale to a scale
independent script. Subsequently, the song can be again
reconverted to the preferred scale of a singer (with reference
to the standard notes of a Piano). The instrument would also
help to find out the most common chords that would
accompany the song to increase its musical richness. The
wish of the first inventor is to highlight the importance of a
scale-independent notation over a scaled notation.

It has the following characteristics: -

(i) Determining all of the most commonly used chords
that are used by present day musicians for enhancing
the musical richness of a song.

For example, let us assume that a singer would sing in C
Major scale. We would now try and find out which
chords are to accompany the song to increase its richness.
If we look carefully at the instrument, we find that there
are a few vertical dotted lines and horizontal lines. The
horizontal lines connect two or more round dots. Each
round dot represents a single note of a chord. The first
round dot from the left, i.e., the first note, is used to fix
the name of a chord. The “Sliding member” has three
dotted vertical lines. Each vertical dotted line connects
the points representing the C note. Also, the transparent
window (separately, the “Transparent member”) of the
“Complete body member” has a similar, dotted vertical
line (connecting the first black round dots). We have to
move the “Sliding member” to a position where its first
vertical dotted line coincides with the first vertical line of
the transparent window. We now look at the transparent
member carefully. We could easily find that a CMajor chord
comprises of three keynotes: C, E and G. Similarly, we
could find that Aminor chord would have: A, C and E.
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Already, most common chords for C are given as an
example, on the transparent window of the “complete
body member”.

Let us assume that the singer now decides to sing in a
different scale, say E Major scale. We now would have to
coincide the imaginary vertical line joining the E-dots of
the “Sliding member” (i.e., representing the keynote E)
with the first vertical line of the transparent window of
the “Complete body member”. We are now in a position
to find out all the common chords available for E Major
scale.

(ii) Converting a song written in a particular scale to a
scale-independent notation.

For example, let us assume that a song is written in C
Major scale. We would now change the song into a scale
independent notation. We assume that Do, Re, Mi, Fa,
Sol, La, Ti and Do represent the notes of the scale-
independent notation. We move the “Sliding member” to
a position where its first vertical dotted line segment
coincides with the first vertical line segment of the
transparent window of the “Complete body member”.
We now look at the transparent member carefully. We
could easily find out now that C would now correspond
to Do, D to Re, and so on. It now remains to convert the
song from C Major scale to a scale-independent notation.

(iii) Converting a song written in a scale-independent
notation to the preferred scale of a singer.

Example: For a song that is already written in scale-
independent notation, it now remains to change the song
to the preferred scale of a singer. Say, the singer prefers to
sing the song in E Major scale. Then, first we would have
had to coincide the imaginary vertical line joining the E-
dots of the “Sliding member” with the first vertical line of
the transparent window of the “Complete body
member”. We now look at the transparent member
carefully. We could easily find out now that Do would
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correspond to E note, Re to F-sharp, and so on. It now
remains to convert the song from a scale-independent
notation to E Major scale.

(iv) Transposing a song written in a particular scale of the
scale dependent notation to another scale.

Example: For a song that is written in a particular scale
of the scale-dependent notation, we can easily change the
scale of the song to the preferred scale of a singer. Say, a
particular song is written in C-Major scale and a singer
prefers to sing the song in E-Major scale. Then, first we
would have had to coincide the C notes of the “Sliding
member” with the E notes of the last vertical line of the
transparent window of the “Complete body member”.
We now look at the transparent member carefully. We
could easily find out now that C note of the “Sliding
member” would correspond to E note of the “Complete
body member”, C-sharp to F note, D note to F-sharp
note, and so on. It now remains to convert the song from
C-Major scale to E Major scale.

Background of invention with regard to the drawback
associated with known art:

Scale changing (technically, called transposition) and chord
determination are two very crucial and common aspect of
composition of song and music. But unfortunately, everyone
has to depend on memory and notebook on this issue, and
no instruments, such as this one invented, are available. This
proves to be very difficult, not only for a newcomer and
learner, but also for a seasoned musical composer or arranger.
This invention presents ready reference to these two aspects-
transpositions and chord-determination - at-a-glance. It is
immensely compact, definitely much more than an unwieldy
notebook!

Before filing of this patent I searched the archive of the
Patent office at the Nizam’s palace, Calcutta, but found no
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similar instrument, on or before, the 16th July’1997. Recently
most of the web sites enlisted in the patent office’s new
information booklet were searched for the compound words
“musical Interscriptor”, “scale changer” and “musical scale
changer”. No such instrument has been devised.

Objective of Invention: Since there are no instruments that
could provide for a ready reference to these two aspects –
transposition and chord-determination – at-a-glance, I filed
an application for a patent on this instrument. The simplicity
of use would satisfy all persons involved in musical
composition and playback.

A brief description to the accompanying drawing:

FIGURE 1 is the plan view of the printed “Sliding-member”
(moving part) of the Interscriptor, with the printing done on
hard board, Stiff Plastic strip, wood, or non-corrosible metal
strip.

FIGURE 2 is the plan view of the printed “Transparent-
member” (fixed) of the Interscriptor, the printing done on
transparent plastic sheet.

FIGURE 3 is the proportionately reduced plan view of the
“Transparent-member” of the Interscriptor, with additional
reference vertices.

FIGURE 4 is the perspective view of the front side of a soft
board (made of flexible plastic, or laminated-paper) that
would be properly cut out, according to the instruction to be
written down later on, to prepare it to make it into the
“Body-member” (fixed) of the Interscriptor.

FIGURE 5 is the perspective view of the backside of the
immediately mentioned soft board. On it can be printed the
title of the patent, patent number, company logo and
whatever needed to enhance its aesthetic value.
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FIGURE 6 shows attaching of the “Transparent-member”
with the “Body-member”.

FIGURE 7 is the perspective view showing attached “Body-
member” and “Transparent-member” of the Interscriptor,
henceforth commonly referred to as “Complete Body-
member” (fixed).

FIGURE 8 is the perspective view showing such “Sliding in”
of the “Sliding Member” into the “Complete Body-member”
forming the complete Interscriptor.

A brief description of the Musical Interscriptor:

The Musical Interscriptor comprises a Body-member (Figure
4 & 5), a rectangular Transparent-member (Figure 2 & 3) and
a rectangular Sliding-member (Figure 1). The “Transparent-
member” (FIGURE 2) has several line segments drawn on it,
each of different lengths, mutually parallel to each other and
to its longer side. The top-most line segment 2 is graded, as
we find in a Ruler (a length measuring scale), into equal
intervals. Each gradation is marked by a particular note of the
musical octave (13 notes: Do, Do-Sharp, Re, Re-Sharp, Mi,
Fa, Fa-Sharp, Sol, Sol-Sharp, La, La-Sharp, Ti and again back
to Do in cyclic order, or any known pattern in other
languages) of the scale-independent notation (given
below). The notes are arranged according to the ascending
order of their pitch in the direction from the left side to the
right. The entire line segment has several such octaves. The
last line segment drawn at the bottom is similarly graded,
except that the intervals are marked C, C-Sharp, D, D-Sharp,
E, F, F-Sharp, G, G-Sharp, A, A-Sharp, B and C, from left to
right, cyclically.

The other – and shorter – line segments 3 on the
“Transparent-member” (FIGURE 2) originate at one point
and terminate at another point. Each of the line segments
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thus touches 2 (two) to 5 (Five) coincident points. The points
denote a particular note of the octave. Each of the several
dots on any of these line segments depicts a particular note of
a chord. Each short line segment, therefore, indicates a
particular chord.

The “Transparent-member” (FIGURE 2) is to be attached to
the “Body-member” (FIGURE 5 & 6) to form a rectangular
“Complete Body-member” (FIGURE 7), creating a window 6
for taking readings.

The “Sliding-member” (FIGURE 1) also has several line
segments 1 drawn on it, parallel to its longer side, and
mutually parallel to each other. All the line segments 1 of the
“Sliding-member” (FIGURE 1) are similarly graded - like the
first line 2 of the “Transparent-member” (FIGURE 2) - into
equal intervals. Each line segment 1 has several such octaves.
Each gradation is marked by a particular note of the musical
octave (13 notes: C, C-Sharp, D, D-Sharp, E, F, F-Sharp, G,
G-Sharp, A, A-Sharp, B and again back to C in cyclic order)
of the scale-dependent notation (given below). The notes
are arranged according to the ascending order of their pitch,
in the direction from the left side to the right. The top-most
line segment of the “Sliding-member” (FIGURE 1) is drawn
in such a way that it is very close to the top-most line
segment on the window of the “Complete Body-member”
(FIGURE 7). This facilitates matching of the gradations of
the “Complete Body-member” (FIGURE 7) with that of the
“Sliding-member” (FIGURE 1), and then tallying the notes
of the two in case of transposition from scale-independent
notation to scale-dependent notation, and vice-versa.

The other line segments on the “Sliding-member” (FIGURE
1) too are drawn for ease of use. Their presence facilitate
matching the gradations of the shorter, mutually parallel line
segments on the “Complete Body-member” (FIGURE 7)
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with any one of them, depending on the proximity of the
two, to find out the chords in a particular scale.

The points of origin of all the line segments 1 of the “Sliding-
member” (FIGURE 1) are coincident, such that we can draw
an imaginary line passing through them; and so are the points
of termination. Also, all similar points of a particular note in
these line segments are coincident, such that here too we can
draw an imaginary line passing through them.

So, we note that both the “Transparent-member” (FIGURE
2) has a first line 2 is graded into equal intervals, and the
“Sliding-member” (FIGURE 1) have several lines 1 graded
into equal intervals. The intervals are such that each of the
equi-magnitude intervals of the “Transparent-member”
(FIGURE 2) are in turn also equal to each of the equi-
magnitude intervals of the “Sliding-member” (FIGURE 1).
This is required for parity between the notes of scale-
independent notation and that of the scale-dependent
notation. The shorter line segments of the “Transparent-
member” (FIGURE 2) are drawn in a way as to find out the
chords of a song when it is written in a particular scale in
scale-dependent notation.

Important Note: Both the FIGURE 1 and FIGURE 2 are
to be reproduced exactly according to the measurements and
drawings provided here during actual making of the
Interscriptor, or both should be reduced or enlarged in size
by the same proportion. This is to ensure that the lengths of
the minimum interval between any two successive gradations,
in either and both of the Sliding-member and the Body-
member, remain identical. All the gradations in either and
both of the Sliding-member and the Body-member are equal
in length.

The soft board (FIGURE 4 & 5) is to be made into the
“Body-member” (fixed) of the Interscriptor. It is of such
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proportion that its sides IJ and DC are equal to QS and RT of
the “Transparent-member” (FIGURE 2), and the sides ID,
DL, JC and CK are equal to ST and QR of the “Transparent-
member” (FIGURE 2).

The rectangular Area αβδγ of FIGURE 4 (and equivalently,
Area βαγδ of FIGURE 5) should be cut off from the soft
board of Area ABKL. The Areas QRVU and WXTS of
FIGURE 3 should be coated thinly with glue, which can
bond together plastics, metals and papers. The areas AIJB,
JFβδGC and IEαγHD in FIGURE 4 (Important: Not
FIGURE 5) should also be coated thinly with the same glue.

The transparent sheet 4, i.e., the “Transparent-member”,
depicted in FIGURE 3 should be placed on IJCD of
FIGURE 4 (The process is shown in FIGURE 6). The glued
surfaces come together such that the pair of vertices S-D, T-I,
W-H, X-E, U-G, Q-C, V-F and R-J coincides. Once the
“Transparent member” (FIGURE 2) and the “Body-
member” (FIGURE 4 & 5) are thus attached, the glued area
ABJI will be pasted to the reverse side of the “Body-
member” (FIGURE 5), i.e., on the area CDLK such that
vertices I-L and J-K coincide.

The “Complete Body-member” (FIGURE 7) has a linear slit
5 through which the Sliding member (FIGURE 1) will slide
into it. FIGURE 8 shows such “Sliding in” of the “Sliding
Member” 7 forming the complete Interscriptor. The “Sliding
Member” 7 could be slid “to and fro” until the needed
gradations of the transparent window 6 of the “Complete
Body-member”, and the “Sliding-member” coincide.
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The ABC notation

So far so good! But we all know how inexact our memory is.
So, once a song or a piece is created it has to be stored for
future reference, otherwise we would forget the musical piece
in no time. At present people follow two distinct methods for
writing music. One is the ABC notation, where a song is
written down following the standard notes of a piano, i.e., A,
B, C, D, E, F, G and A. This method is very simple to follow
and is now gaining popularity.

In the ABC notation the Middle C is written as C. The D
immediately above middle C is written as D, the E above, as
E; and so on up the scale. Therefore, starting at middle C, the
notes in that octave are shown as:

CDEFGAB

The next note up is a C again – but to show it is in the higher
octave, that C is shown in lowercase as c. We can use this as a
rule and extrapolate it. Thus, going from middle C to the B of
the middle octave and seven notes above gives us:

CDEFGABcdefgab

And we’re back at yet another C note. The next octave up is
shown by an apostrophe immediately after the note name,
like c’.Using the apostrophe to denote the upper octave we
extend our scale further :

CDEFGABcdefgabc’d’e’f’g’a’b’

But what about the B immediately below middle C? That
octave is shown by a comma immediately following the note
name, eg., B,. We now have four octaves at our disposal,
which is more than enough for our purposes of writing
traditional music:
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C,D,E,F,G,A,B,CDEFGABcdefgabc’d’e’f’g’a’b’

Note that adding more commas or apostrophes can extend
the range further.

ABC allows us to set the ‘default note length’ for each tune.
This is set (as a fraction) in the tune header in the L: field. So
a tune where the default note length is a quaver, or eighth
note, would have L:1/8 in its header. This is important
because not all the notes in tunes are always of the same
length. By setting a default note length we are setting the
value of the most common note length in our tune.

If the particular note we are writing is a fraction of the length
of the default note length, it is shown with a forward slash
immediately after it, eg., C/. For a note, say C, that is a
fraction of the length of the default note length it is written as
C/2. If the current note C is a quarter of the default note
length, it is written as C/4. If the current note C is an eighth
of the default note length, then we write C/8. Other fractions
(/3, /5, /7, /16 etc.) are also legal. If the current note C is
twice the default note length, it is shown as C2. If the current
note C is four times the default note length, it is written as
C4. Other multiples (3, 5, 7, 8 etc.) are also legal.

Rests are indicated by the (lower case) letter z. The length of
rest is set exactly the same way as the length of note is, eg.,
z4.

So far all examples have been in the key of C. Not every tune
is in C however, and some tunes confuse matters even further
by having accidentals in them. To sharpen a note precede it
with the circumflex or caret ^ , eg., for c, ^c

To flatten a note precede it with an underscore _, eg., for B,
_B. Double sharps are shown as ^^ and double flats as __
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To naturalise a note precede it with an equals sign =, eg., for
c, we write, =c.

So a scale of G major could be notated as: GABcde^fg

Similarly, a scale of G minor as: GA_Bcd_efg

However, just as standard Western musical notation has the
key signature — so that the player automatically knows to
(for example) play all Fs as FNo. in the key of G — the same
thing exists in ABC, with the K: field. The key signature is
specified by the K: field, eg., K:G. So our G major scale can
now be written as K:G GABcdefg, where fNo., or in our
notation, f^ will be written as f now. Similarly, our G minor
scale as K:Gm GABcdefg.

Major keys are assumed, but can be specified by maj eg
K:Gmaj

Minor keys are shown by m or min, eg., K:Gm, or, K:Gmin.

In the key signature field sharps are noted by the hash
character No. and flats by the letter b.

Chords within a melody, i.e., what classical Western notation
show as multiple note heads on a single stem, are shown in
ABC by enclosing the notes in square brackets [ ]. No spaces
should be given within the chord; length and pitch modifiers
can be included as required. It is a convention to state the
notes of the chord in ascending order, eg., [Ace]

To include comments, notes, anecdotes, copyright notices
etc. in your ABC file use a percentage % symbol (e.g., %This
file is created by Rajib Bandopadhyay) a % at the start, or in
the middle of, a line will cause everything to the right of the
% symbol to be treated as comments by both human and
computer ABC readers.
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This is not an exhaustive tutorial, but only an outline. Since
this book is essentially meant for building and using the
Interscriptor, I would not like to cover the details. You can
learn the nuances from the net, using the links I have
provided here. Learning music won’t be tough if you do not
have a computer. But it will certainly be expensive. Either you
have to print the materials available in the net, or, you have to
purchase books for learning the theory.

“Twinkle, twinkle little star” in the ABC notation:

I will now provide you with ABC music notation of a popular
nursery rhyme, “Twinkle, twinkle little star”, which, I hope,
do not have any copyright issues. When the following
gibberish text is copied to an ABC playing software (I have
used the program ABC Mus 2.0 by Henrik Norbeck) the
program will play the entire song. For any other program (or
if you like to play the song yourself using a piano or a
synthesisr) ignore the gibberish words that begin with % and
ends in a blank space. So here goes!

L:1/8     Q:1/4=150     K:D % 2 sharps     % Time
signature=4/4  MIDI-clocks/click=24  32nd-notes/24-
MIDI-clocks=8     % MIDI Key signature, sharp/flats=2
minor=0     %Twin     [A2,,D2,F2,D]     %twin-      D|
%kle      [A2,,D2,F2,A]     %twin-      A|     %kle
[G2,,B2,D2,B]     %lit-      B|     %tle      [A2,,D2,F2,A2]|
%star     [G2,,B2,,D2,G]     %How     G|     %I
[A2,,D2,F2,F]     %won-       F|     %der     [A2,,C2,E2,E]
%what     E     %you     [A2,,D2,F2,D2]|      %are.
[A2,,C2,E2,A3/2]     %Up     A1/2     %a-     [G2,,B2,,D2,G]
%bove     G     %the     [A2,,D2,F2,F]     %wall        F|
%so     [A2,,C2,E2,E2]|      %high!     [A2,,C2,E2,A]
%Like     a     %A     [G2,,B2,,D2,G]     %dia-     G
%mond     [A2,,D2,F2,F]     %in        F|     %the
[A2,,C2,E2,E2]|      %sky!     [A2,,D2,F2,D3/2]     %When
D1/2     %the      [A2,,D2,F2,A]     %bla-      A|     %zing
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[G2,,B2,D2,B]     %Sun     B|     %is      [A2,,D2,F2,A2]|
%gone     [G2,,B2,,D2,G]     %When     G|     %he
[A2,,D2,F2,F]     %no-       F|     %thing     [A2,,C2,E2,E3/2]
%shines     E1/2     %u-     [A2,,D2,F2,D2]|      %pon
[A2,,C2,E2,F]     %Then     F     %you     [G2,,B2,,D2,G]
%show     G     %your     [A2,,D2,F2,F1/2]     %lit-     F3/2
%tle     [A2,,C2,E2,E2]     %light     [A2,,C2,E2,A]     %Twin-
A     %kle     [G2,,B2,,D2,G]     %twin     G     %kle
[A2,,D2,F2,F3/2]     %all        E1/2|     %the
[A2,,C2,E2,D2]|      %night. [A2,,D2,F2,D]

Additional resources for learning music using ABC:

For detailed information about the ABC notation the user
can visit the site:
http://www.lesession.co.uk/abc/abc_notation.htm or check
the Web Wide ABC Index, which is available from "The
Official ABC Home Page" at:
http://www.gre.ac.uk/~c.walshaw/abc/

The other method of writing music is known as writing in
staff notation, which is cumbersome to learn, but musicians
have been following the notation for a long time. I will now
provide you with stave notation of the same popular nursery
rhyme, “Twinkle, twinkle little star” for reference.

If one has a computer there are many free softwares available
to write music with in staff notation and ABC notation.
There are softwares that can change songs written in staff
notation (MIDI format) to ABC notation, and vice versa. I
provide you with the names of a couple of freeware and
shareware available on the net. You could search and find
some better ones I am sure.

1. Anvil Media Studio (Freeware, can be used for writing
music in staff notation. Cakewalk® is better, but very
expensive) available from http://www.anvilstudio.com.
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2. Midi2abc (The software is a freeware) at
http://abc.sourceforge.net/abcMIDI/. This package can
be used to convert songs written in MIDI (can be written
in Staff notation by MediaStudio) to ABC notation.

3. ABCmusic at http://home.swipnet.se/norbeck/abcmus/.
This software can be used for writing and playback of
script written in ABC notation.

4. ABC Tune maker (ABC2Win) at
http://www.c7r.com/abc/ This software can be used for
writing and playback of script written in ABC notation.

There is one obvious advantage of the ABC notation over the
staff notation. While we have to process the information
contained in the staff notation to ABC notations mentally
before we press the piano keys, we can overcome this
inherent difficulty and delay by using ABC notations in the
first place.

The Staff notation:

You will now be able to compare which one of the two
notations suits you, and which one of them is more compact.
I will now introduce the music staff and the music note.

“Twinkle, twinkle little star” in the Staff notation:
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How to read Staff Notation:

In staff notation we use a music staff and a music note, like
the picture below.

Staff:

A staff has five lines. When the lines are placed parallel to
each other at an equal distance from the one above or below
we have four spaces. Each line and space has its own name
(and pitch). The music note is placed on the staff. A note can
be on a line or in a space, as shown below.

We number the 5 lines and 4 spaces beginning at the bottom.
The lower the note is on the staff, the lower the pitch of the
note. Similarly, the higher the note is on the staff, the higher
the pitch of the note.

Clefs

Given below are the pictures of a treble clef and bass clef.
The clefs tell us how to read the music (as will be apparent in
a short while) when we name a particular music note on a
staff.
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When a bass clef is placed on a staff, we call it a bass staff.

A question might come into our mind: why should we use
staves and clefs? The reason: a grand piano is played with ten
fingers. If we use one clef we end up using lots of ledger lines
(explained below), and since our minds take some time to
process which from the printed notations in order to find out
the key we are to press it is puzzled by a huge quantity of
unstructured information. Hence the mind will thoroughly be
confused before it can even complete processing the
information. So, to make the matter simple we divide the
notations into two staves – one above the other. So what we
get is one staff for the left hand and the other, for the right.

Treble Clef

The treble clef is also known as the G clef. The treble clef
curls around the second line from the bottom. A music note
on this line is called G. If we remember that the treble clef is
also called the G clef, we will always remember that a note on
the second line from the bottom is G.

Notes placed on the five lines in treble clef, starting from the
bottom are: E, G, B, D, and F. Notes placed in the spaces
are: F, A, C, and E. One can remember this by a wonderful
mnemonic: Every Good Boy Does Fine. In fact, all learners
use this mnemonic to remember the lines and spaces. This
spells the word “FACE”.
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Bass Clef

The bass clef is also called the F clef. It has two dots on
either side of the fourth line. A music note on this line is
called F. If one remembers that the bass clef is also called the
F clef, one will always remember that a note on the fourth
line from the bottom is F.

Notes placed on the five lines in bass clef, starting from the
bottom are: G, B, D, F, and A. Notes placed in the spaces
are: A, C, E, and G. As before, one can remember this by the
mnemonic: Good Boys Does Fine Always. We can
remember the spaces in between the lines by the phrase: All
Cows Eat Grass.

Ledger lines are small lines parallel to the lines on the staff.
They extend the entire range of music notes (both higher and
lower) that can be shown on a staff. Notes may be shown on
the ledger line. They may also be shown above a ledger line
for notes above the staff, or below a ledger line for notes
below a staff.
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To name a note that uses ledger lines, we would begin at the
closest staff line. In treble clef, this would be the top line F or
bottom line E. In bass clef, this would be the top line A or
bottom line G. Then, we go up or down the music note
names until we get to the note we are trying to name.

     
 For detailed information about how music is writen in staff
notation the user can visit the website of Emozi Music Corp.
at  http://www.emozi.com

Additional resources for learning music with staff:

For more theory-inclined students, who like to deal with the
whys and hows of music, I am providing you with the name
of a wonderful program: ChordWizard® Music Theory. The
link to the software developer’s website is
http://www.chordwizard.com.

There is also a very good book available for learning music,
but it is a bit costly so far as Indian learners are concerned.
The book, “The AB guide to music theory”, available in two
volumes, is written by Eric Taylor, and published by ABRSM
Publishing, 14 Bedford Square, London WC1B 3JC.

To learn how to play a piano very fast (I'm sure most want
to) there is an indispensable book titled, “Play piano in a flash”
by Scott Houston. It is truly an amazing book. Also visit his
web page http://www.scottthepianoguy.com . You will
definitely find it to be a treasure trove of information.

I will now provide you with the drawings so that you too
could make the Interscriptor yourself and use it for learning
music theory and composing.
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EPILOGUE

The idea of this invention cropped up when I was
explaining nuances of music to my wife. During my rendition
of a song while teaching her, I found she could not sing in my
favoured scale. So I needed to re-write the notes for her to
suit her voice. I found it particularly easier if there was a ready
chart to change the song notes from its earlier form to the
new form. It automatically led to an extrapolation that if there
could be a chart for all possible scales then conversion of
songs would be cakewalk, but the chart would be cumbrous
to handle. Why not convert the essence to something visual
and concise. I found that a device like the Vernier calliper
would particularly suit the purpose. This small idea was easily
expanded to include the chords, and this led to the present
slide scale, named “The Musical Interscriptor”.

I firmly believe that my readers would be able to
make and use this simple instrument, without a glitch, by
following the instructions provided here, and with the help of
accompanying drawings provided here. I would be grateful to
them if they write to me providing suggestions to improve
the instrument further. The ideas, if found suitable, would be
incorporated in the fourth edition of the book.

Now, I will come to a very important issue. I am
disturbed by the worsening value-system of the capitalistic
world in general and my country in particular. To find a
feasible solution I both read what others had to say about the
problem and its cause, and churned my inner self to arrive at
a believable solution. I will share it with you.

I would give you a list of books, most of which are
freely available on the internet (for example, in
http://www.gutenberg.org, and the rest, which you can find
in a library. Kindly find time to go through Bertrand Russell’s
“In praise of idleness” and “The history of western
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An indispensable aid to learn music, and the most
easy way to compose and arrange music quickly. It
helps in:

• Determining all of the most commonly used chords for enhancing
the musical richness of a song.

• Converting a song written in a particular scale to a scale-
independent notation

• Converting a song written in a scale-independent notation to the
preferred scale of a singer

• Transposing a song written in a particular scale of the scale
dependent notation to another scale.

Based on a Patented Invention

Kindly contribute for my existence and growth.

© Copyright reserved




